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Abstract: Civil aviation is one of the contributors to rising global greenhouse gas emissions. Flights1

carried out by private and business jets are only a very small fraction of the flights, compared2

to commercial passenger flights. However, these private flights are extremely environmentally3

inefficient and account for the most emissions per passenger in the aviation sector. While the4

commercial aviation sector has been under increased scrutiny by environmentalists for years,5

the footprint of private and business jets has entered the public eye only very recently. Social6

media provides new ways for sharing individual private flights, but large-scale analysis of private7

jet flights and their emissions has been lacking until now. To better inform this discussion, we8

use open and large-scale flight data collected by the OpenSky Network over fours years and9

apply the OpenAP model in order to estimate the emissions of around 250 private jets. The total10

carbon emissions is found to be between 0.45 and 0.5 megatonnes. The yearly emissions from11

these selected jets is equivalent to 40,000 global inhabitant emissions. In our analysis, we provide12

further insight into private jets emissions and raise awareness about the emission inequalities in13

the current aviation system.14
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1. Introduction16

Civil aviation is estimated to account for 3% of global greenhouse gas emissions.17

The wealthiest countries represent most of this footprint [1], since most citizens of the18

global south have never boarded an airplane. Due to their high cost and inefficiency,19

private and business jets aggravate this inequality even further. Until now, research20

on private jets has largely been missing. Major aviation flight data providers (like21

FlightRadar24 and FlightAware) offer the possibilities for private jet owners to delist22

their airplanes, making access to this data more difficult.23

Nevertheless, the source data used by these data providers, Automatic Dependent24

Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B), is open data. Almost all private jets are required to25

constantly transmit this data for supporting the safety of air traffic management. The26

data includes their positions, altitude, and speed of the aircraft, and can be received27

by low-cost receivers with a limited range of approximately 300 km. By aggregating28

multiple receivers from different locations, crowdsourced ADS-B networks can cover29

the complete trajectory for many flights at the large-scale.30

Unlike previously mentioned commercial data providers, non-profit networks,31

like OpenSky Network and ADS-B Exchange, provide unfiltered data access thanks to32

contributions from thousands of researchers and aviation enthusiasts. This data forms33

the basis for tracking and studying private jets. Recently, using this unfiltered data,34

social network users have revealed how wealthy individuals make use of jet travel. For35

example, a Twitter account focused on Elon Musk’s plane and started to automatically36

publish the aircraft’s movements. Other celebrities in the United States and wealthy37

individuals were soon tracked by other Twitter or Instagram accounts using the same38

source.39
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Since 2020, researchers associated with the OpenSky network made a simplified40

dataset that aggregates the origins and destinations for all the flights that are tracked41

by the network since 2019 [2]. This dataset has been used by many research studies in42

aviation (e.g., [3,4]).43

In this study, we extend upon this dataset with high-resolution flight trajectories44

[5] and investigate around 250 private jet where the owner information is identified.45

Figure 1 shows a sample of private flights compared to all flights tracked by the OpenSky46

Network from 2019 to 2021.47
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Figure 1. Number of monthly flights of a sample of private jet aircraft and comparison with all
flights. Period from 2019 to 2021, captured by the OpenSky Network.

Several recent academic studies have researched the emissions caused by aviation48

(e.g., [1,3,6]). Despite the large emission inequality among developed and developing49

countries, the average yearly CO2 footprint per person is estimated to be around 4.750

tonnes in 2019 [7]. When comparing this number to the emissions of a typical private jet,51

which is at the level of tens of tons per single flight with typically a few passengers, we52

can see the severity of emission inequality caused by this privileged mode of transport.53

In our recent emission study [1], the global impact of aviation on the environment54

in terms of CO2 emissions is investigated and further analysis of private jets has been55

proposed.56

The struture of the paper is as follows. Section 2 outlines the process of identifying57

business jets as well as extracting corresponding trajectory data. Section 3 explains how58

the OpenAP model is improved with new light jet performance and emission models.59

We also provide more insights on our emission estimations process. Section 4 presents60

our analysis of the overall emission and carbon footprints of individual jet owners.61

Finally, Section 6 concludes and provides future recommendations based on this study.62

2. Data collection and statistics about private jets63

To facilitate the study of private jets over the past few years, we selected a subset64

of OpenSky state vector data for a sample of around 250 private and business jets from65

January 2019 to October 2022, which covers global flight during the time before, during,66

and after the COVID-19 pandemic.67

Besides the querying and processing of the state vector data over several years,68

the main challenge is to identify the transponder codes of private jets. A transponder69

code is a unique identifier for all the data transmitted over ADS-B for an aircraft, and it70

remains unchanged (for most counties) until the aircraft is re-registered after the transfer71

of ownership.72
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To identify an appropriate sample of planes, we first assume the jets did not re-73

register between 2019 and 2022. The sampled jets are identified through the crowd-74

sourced OpenSky aircraft database (https://opensky-network.org/aircraft-database,75

accessed on 1 November 2022.) and verified via cross-referencing with other sources76

such as social network data. We take into account all flights observed for these jets by77

the entire network during these years.78
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Figure 2. Top 15 countries for private and business jet registrations in our sample.

Figure 2 shows the number of private or business jets in the sample and the countries79

where they are registered. We can see that besides the United States, the Isle of Man80

and Bermuda are two countries where a large number of jets are registered. This is81

likely due to the presumed anonymity of these countries and their common offerings of82

tax-efficient shell companies.83

Based on the basic flight information available from previous studies [2], detailed84

flight states related to the identified business and private jets are downloaded before85

performing the emission estimation. We make use of the traffic library [8] for the post-86

processing of these state vector data, including filtering, re-sampling, and re-constructing87

the complete flight trajectories.88

3. Basic mission estimation method89

In this study, we employ the OpenAP [9] model to calculate the emissions of flights.90

It provides the necessary aircraft performance and emission models to estimate different91

emission types, including CO2 , H2O , NOX , SOX , CO, and HC. OpenAP currently92

defines aircraft performance and emission models for more than 30 of the most common93

aircraft type codes. It also makes use of synonyms to approximate the models for an94

additional set of more than 20 less common aircraft types.95

The most common jet in our sample is the Gulfstream G650 (GLF6). Hence, for this96

study, we constructed a new performance model in OpenAP for the GLF6. This allows97

us to perform emission estimations with better accuracy compared to generic models.98

GLF6 is also used as the base model to estimate other less common private jet types.99

The calculation of fuel flow and emissions relies not only on the flight trajectory100

data. It also requires an assumption about the aircraft mass, since such information is101

not publicly available. To handle unknown aircraft mass values, we consider different102

takeoff mass assumptions and provide each flight with emission uncertainties. Similar103

to our previous study, these mass values are between 60% and 90% of the aircraft’s104

maximum take-off weight. Figure 3 shows an example of such an emission estimation105

based on a single GLF6 flight.106

https://opensky-network.org/aircraft-database
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Figure 3. An example GLF6 flight and estimated CO2 emissions.

4. Analysis107

Our present analysis aims to improve understanding about emission statistics at108

different levels. First of all, we show the total emissions from private and business109

jets between January 2019 and October 2022. Secondly, we want to further investigate110

emissions caused by individual private jets.111

4.1. Total emissions112

Figure 4 shows the monthly total flight distances of the approximately 250 selected113

private jets and their emissions over the past almost four years. It includes all their114

flights that are tracked by the network. The total CO2 emission from these selected115

aircraft is estimated to be between 0.45 and 0.5 megatonnes (approximately one year116

of emission in Greenland). The average yearly emission from these selected 250 jets is117

equivalent to approximate 45,000 people’s average emissions globally.118
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Figure 4. Flight CO2 emissions by selected around 250 private jets from 2019 to 2022. The total
CO2 emissions is between 0.45 and 0.5 megatonnes (billion kg)

As we would expect, emissions are correlated with the distances. Before the COVID-119

19 pandemic, each month, all tracked private jets emitted around 15 kilotonnes (million120

kg) of CO2 . Similar to commercial passenger flights, private flights (but not all jets) also121
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saw a sharp decrease at the start of the pandemic, and have been increasing steadily again122

until the end of 2021. During summer 2021, the emission level reached the pre-pandemic123

level.124

Figure 5 shows the number of flights and total emissions based on aircraft types.125

The most common three private jet types in our dataset are the Gulfstream G650 (GLF6),126

Dassault Falcon 7X (FA7X), and Gulfstream 5 (GLF5). The Airbus A319 is also commonly127

used, often in its corporate jet version, despite being extremely emission-inefficient when128

carrying few passengers.129
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Figure 5. Absolute number of flights and CO2 emissions by privately owned aircraft. The dashed
line separates the common airliner types from the light jets. Sample of 250 privately owned jets
and their flights between 2019 and 2022.

4.2. Individual emissions130

Even among private jet owners, emissions can vary greatly. Figure 6 shows the total131

carbon emissions, the number of jets, and the number of flights associated with the top132

60 individuals.133

We can see that the total CO2 emissions range from 2 kilotonnes to nearly 25134

kilotonnes between 2019 and 2022. It is worth noting that for some top emitters, there135

are often multiple private jets associated with the same owner, which are usually linked136

to companies they own. For example, Alexander Abramov owns several A319 aircraft137

through Evraz, and Roman Abramovich owns seven aircraft including two Gulfstream138

G650, Boeing 787, and Boeing 767.139

There are also business jets that belong to companies instead of particular individu-140

als. Figure 7 shows the emissions, the number of jets, and number of flights for jets that141

are associated with companies. For example, several private jets belong to Volkswagen142

AirService, a subsidiary of Volkswagen AG which is the second-largest CO2 emitter for143

business jets after Evraz. Following Volkswagen, Shell is the third-largest emitter thanks144

to many flights carried out by their fleet of Falcon jets.145

It is worth noting that not all flights in Figure 6 are carried out by the owner of the146

aircraft. Especially for the top four emitters, it is hard to distinguish between a business147

or private flight, due to numerous associated aircraft. For those who own only one148

or two private jets (e.g., Bill Gates, Jeff Bezos, and Elon Musk), their movements are149

somewhat more certain. In any case, the final responsibility for the use of their jets lies150

with them.151
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Figure 6. Flight CO2 emissions associated with private jet owners.
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Figure 7. Flight CO2 emissions associated with companies. Emissions statistics overlap with jets
from executives in Figure 6.

4.3. Private jet during special times152

Based on the private jet flight data from January 2019 to October 2022, we can153

further analyze the impact global events had on the total emissions. The two major154
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events we considered in this time period are the COVID-19 pandemic and the Russian155

invasion of Ukraine.156

At the beginning of 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic caused a rapid contraction of all157

aviation activities globally. In Figure 1, we can see overall decreases for both commercial158

and private flights during this period. However, not all private jet owners stopped flying159

during this period.160

Figure 8 shows the monthly emissions from the top 10 private jet emitters in our161

sample from 2019 to 2021 in the United States. Between March and July 2020, while162

much of the rest of the world entered the lockdown, many private jets were still flying.163

In this figure, we marked the emissions from this period with two different colors. Blue164

shows a significant decrease in flight activities, while orange shows no significant change165

in emissions compared to other periods.166
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Figure 8. Monthly carbon emission of the top 10 private jet owners from our dataset in the United
States. The colored period marks the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic when a significant
decrease in air transport occurred. However, the same does not apply to all jet owners (marked in
orange).

In 2022, the invasion of Ukraine has triggered sanctions on Russia, which has167

significantly impacted the activities of Russian private jet owners. In Figure 9, we168

illustrated the drastic decrease in private flights carried out by Russian owners.169

Before March 2022, there were around 200 monthly flights carried by around 30 Rus-170

sian individuals from the OpenSky dataset. After the introduction of sanctions, private171

jets from several individuals are still flying. Without additional sources we cannot infer172

whether these individuals themselves traveled, but their private jets continued making173

trips from March until the time of writing (Nov 2022).174

4.4. Spatial analysis175

Finally, based on the detailed flight data from the OpenSky historical database,176

we can provide further analysis of individual private jets and their emissions over an177
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Figure 9. Private jets belonging to Russian owners that are still flying after international sanctions
were imposed during 2022.

extended period of time. For example, Figure 10 shows around 50 tips carried out by178

Elon Musk in March 2020 alone, which count for approximately 600 tons of CO2 . For179

illustration, this is more than 120 average global inhabitant CO2 emission in 2020.180

Figure 10. A total of 50 trips were carried out by Elon Musk’s private jet during March 2020. The
trips produced more than 600 tonnes of CO2 .

5. Limitations181

This study has a few limitations, mainly regarding the data quality. First, the Open-182

Sky database is maintained by volunteering efforts from researchers and enthusiasts.183

The data can sometimes be subject to astroturfing by malicious actors [10]. Therefore, it is184

difficult to have a complete overview of all private jets. As many countries provide cer-185

tain levels of anonymity for private jet owners, it is hard to relate the aircraft transponder186

code to its owners. However, with social media, such efforts have become easier.187
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Secondly, it is difficult to capture accurate ownership over time, for example when188

the ownership of an aircraft is transferred, or the aircraft is re-registered in a different189

country. Some flights in the dataset could in theory be carried out by commercial airliners190

or small gliders which have acquired transponder codes from previous private jets. This191

requires better maintenance of the aircraft database.192

Finally, the OpenSky Network currently only has comprehensive coverage in Eu-193

rope and North America. Private flights in other regions, like Asia and the Middle East,194

are missing outside of the main population centers. In addition, many private jets also195

fly to remote islands where there is no ADS-B coverage.196

Despite these limitations on the data quality, we maintain that out results are correct.197

We focused on a sample of high-profile private and corporate jets where it was feasible198

to manually verify at least the current aircraft owners.199

6. Conclusion200

Over the past few years, increased concerns about the sustainability of aviation201

have been raised by society, researchers, and policymakers. While much research focuses202

on commercial aviation, private and business jets actually have a disproportion emission203

footprints due to their exclusiveness — very few passengers are flying with high frequency204

without concerns about their environmental impact.205

In this study, we make use of the OpenSky historical data and open aircraft perfor-206

mance and emission models to conduct an in-depth analysis of the emissions caused by207

a subset of around 250 private and business jets. We make use of the flight data collected208

by the OpenSky Network from January 2019 to October 2022 to show the emissions209

caused by private and business jets known to OpenSky.210

We started with basic processing of the flight data and a discussion of the emissions211

estimation process. The analyses focus on the overall emissions, emissions from individ-212

ual owners and companies, and emissions from private jets at specific times. We also213

provide a simple overview of one month of 50 flights from one jet, which illustrates the214

extraordinary inequality of aviation emissions caused by wealthy individuals.215

Future work will focus on improving the data quality regarding private jets using216

public information, and further include chartered private jets in the analysis to construct217

a more clear picture of the use of light jets globally. To mitigate data limitations, better218

coverage and space-based ADS-B are both possible future solutions.219
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